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Kmmkred
Although I might view them more as guardians than harvesters.
The latter conjuring images of cutting the crop and stopping any
further growth, where storytellers sow memories in minds from
which they did not originate. I would think farmers of memory.

Harvest of stories
Very deep I like it.

KMMK182
1/8/2019
16.18
"Storytellers are the harvesters of memory". Discuss.

KMMK182
24/4/2019
16.00
Queen Eleanor gets her information plaque!

KMMK182
21/03/2019
10.00
How are the audience involved during this?
I am aware of them as an entity. I am their servant and I have to
please them. I try with early humour to gauge them by eliciting
an audible response. I want to settle them and reassure them
that what follows is not going to be something to be endured...
23.30
I don't look at each person and any eye contact is very
brief/accidental? Sometimes it even feels a little intrusive, as if
I'm taking a liberty by looking directly at them.
Recently I find that I'm trying to allow my audience into my
stories by contributing some spoken response: by joining in with
a chant, for example. Scary, but very rewarding. Allowing them
in and having the skill to articulate that without actually saying
"Please join in". I'm beginning to see that this is very desirable
(even essential) and is not an interruption. It's the process of the

storyteller and the audience becoming one. I see myself
ultimately becoming a story guide. Does this make sense?
24/03/2019
10.58
Maybe create a new religion with me as the supreme deity? It
could work, but I do need acolytes. Sign up here! Mwa haha mwa
haha...
19.30

Kmmkred
Well done last night, I think we put on a good evening.
Last question. This is a personal reflection and there is no right
or wrong answers, here I am exploring the individuals
experience of telling and the storytelling process, I fully expect
your answers to be wildly different... Or maybe not, that is what
I am to discover.

Nobody reads this so you can probably say anything you want!

When you tell a story, what happens?

25/03/2019
16.20

describe how the audience are involved during this?

My attempt at world domination begins in Haversham, now renamed Queen Eleanor Land.
2/4/2019
14.20
I'm probably going to avoid Stony Stratford and Bletchley as they
seem to be infested with other storytellers.

What do you see, hear, feel, smell, taste?
How does the story work in your mind? And lastly can you

Kmmkred
Well done last night, I think we put on a good evening.
Last question. This is a personal reflection and there is no right
or wrong answers, here I am exploring the individuals
experience of telling and the storytelling process, I fully expect
your answers to be wildly different... Or maybe not, that is what

KMMK182
5/03/2019
12.35
How does the story work in your mind?
I feel it waiting there patient; yet eager to be heard. This state is

I am to discover.
When you tell a story, what happens?
What do you see, hear, feel, smell, taste?
How does the story work in your mind? And lastly can you
describe how the audience are involved during this?

only achieved by endless re-tellings, both in my mind and in solo
performance.
I am often surprised when the story ends. That may be because
the real me has forgotten his monitoring function, and just gone
along with the story. Asleep on the job again!

KMMK182
5/03/2019
12.05
When you tell a story what happens?
It's been wierd having this question in my mind before a
performance, but I've done enough this past month (proper
storytelling and open mics) for the following to be consistent.
The predominant sense involved is hearing. I am acutely aware
of all sound and my need to dominate it, and I will calibrate my
volume to achieve that domination. This is a very intense
awareness, and my goal is to have just my words. Then I become
aware of the silence: the silence of the audience; and the silence
between my words. And it begins....
I feel separate from the regular me. It's a different me telling the
story. This me wants to be the focus of everyone there. This
other me is in command. Sometimes I'm even aware of watching
me, and thinking: he's got some nerve!

KMMK182
23/1/2019
17.55
The return of Richard III! Eight months to get a metal plaque?

Happy new year!
Hope you all had a lovely Christmas season.

KMMK182
17/12/2018
16.30

KMMK182
14/12/2018
14.30
Apparently the framed artwork has been removed for
weatherproofing - as it warped almost immediately - and will be
returned. So, no conspiracy theory here: move along folks
nothing to see! The story evolves...

Look what they done to my mural Ma!

A brief moment in time
Fabian's tribute before it got taken down.

KMMK182
12/12/2018
15.25
From this week's Big Issue...The piece says that Fabian sold the
Big Issue in Stony for 25 years. Incorrect - maybe 8? The
previous seller (5 years) also died of liver disease through
alcoholism. The creation of stories...

KMMK182
12/12/2018
15.30

KMMK182
06/12/2018
18.45
The missing image! Turns out the "shrine" was unofficial.

KMMK182
05/12/2018
23.49

KMMK182
05/22/2018
11.30

Mimi gets a little brick and Fabian gets all this! Should we be
thinking of equivalence? Is this "celebration" of Fabian Bayet
really a poverty safari? A guilt trip? Is it honest?

KMMK182
05/12/2018
12.20
No herons or kingfishers but the obedient hound. No leash, but
controlled by that simple hand gesture. Submissive but free?

KMMK182
05/12/2018
11.27
How to read the iconography of these images? Where's the
ubiquitous Big Issue bag? Eleanor looks skyward but Fabian
looks you straight in the eye. He's a free spirit... his story
begins...

KMMK182
03/12/2018
13.45
Good to see that Oak500 is doing so well and featuring in its
own story! Oak175 on Midsummer RIP. Saved by tree-hugging
hippies who reminded MKBC that it's logo featured an oak leaf.
MKBC has since re-badged itself; whilst the stressed out (by
buildings) and poisoned (by fag ends) oak gives up.
"No building taller than a tree" is difficult when they keep adding
floors to existing buildings. And it's nice to see tree logs repurposed as access barriers to prevent illegal Traveller parking.

KMMK183
Milton Keynes is a planned city. On the positive side, they say
failing to plan is planning to fail. On the other hand, “planning”
can be associated with Stalinist central planning, and the drab
buildings and cities of 20th century Eastern Europe under
communism. Milton Keynes was planned to have lots of open
green space, and to be a “city in the trees” as young trees come
to maturity.
Stories can be useful to associate it with its historic rural space
and surroundings, to bring out the green and pleasant aspect of
the city and to differentiate it from other places.
Stories can also create a sense of belonging, in a place where
most people weren’t born, but migrated into.
KMMK182

I enjoyed creating a story that depended on natural features in
Milton Keynes, mainly the 500 year old boundary oak between

05/12/2018

former parishes, which I learned about on a local history walk in

11.23
A budget mural? Harsh reality or romantic myth?

the summer.

KMMK182
02/12/2018
20.58
The story of Bletchley Park is so incredible there's no need to
make anything up. Perhaps make a little more of the fact that the
Battle of the Atlantic was being lost prior to the breaking of the
German Navy (U-Boat) Enigma codes at Bletchley Park. There
was a great danger of Britain being starved to death as all that
American and Canadian wheat was ending up at the bottom of
the Atlantic.

KMMK182
25/11/2018 20.35
Question...
Do you think there are any advantages to having a strong sense
of place... A. To yourself? B. To the local community? C. To policy
makers?
I believe that a strong sense of place creates a community. It's
the difference between just living somewhere and caring about
the place and cherishing it. I think that people like to feel that
KMMK181 1 December 2018
I did find creating the story much more difficult because it is
true. I didn't feel I could just make up stuff to fill in the gaps. I
didn't want to say anything that might upset anyone who

they are part of a continuing community, that there is a link to
those who were here before. Policy makers choose street names
to facilitate this...and go to the expense of explaining the
historical connection.

experienced Bletchley Park or that was simply incorrect.

KMMK182
25/11/2018 21.00
Sense of place is how we experience and feel about the area we
live in. Would you say the a. the workshops / b. the stories are:
improving, worsening, or not changing your sense of place?
The story performances have provided a coherent picture of
what I've hitherto thought of as unconnected fragments. They
have also fleshed out some dry facts and given them life! The
stories have definitely improved my sense of place.
The workshops have also forced us to see the stories on our own
doorstep: we don't need to go to Ancient Greece, we've got
Bletchley Park and the stories of people who are remembered by
living people. Now we have a contribution to make to creating a
sense of place. It appears that the land my house sits on was

Redkmmk

once owned by Queen Eleanor! Makes you think...

Sense of place is how we experience and feel about the area we
live in. Would you say the a. the workshops / b. the stories are:
improving, worsening, or not changing your sense of place?

KMMK182
25/11/2018 20.55
It has to be appropriate of course and have a valid story:
otherwise it may just seem a tad cynical...

KMMK181 Questions
Answering daily questions

What do you think are the benefits of knowledge of local
stories? Are there any disadvantages?

scenarios through story, I am more confident in making
decisions.

The benefits of knowing local stories are legion. They
give you a connection to the place; ideally a sense of belonging.
They help you orient yourself in the landscape, so you know

How do you overcome the obstacles?

where you are. They can create landmarks. But disadvantages: if
a particular story disrupts your sense of belonging, it can create
barriers to a sense of community among various groups of

What obstacles? Seriously, with persistence. You have
to care enough about the story to carry on even when things are

people. A false story can lead you astray. Be careful of the stories

working. Play with it. Put it into your subconscious and do other

you adopt, and who you allow to tell your story.

interesting things that distract you until your mind comes up
with the right words. If you are researching something and one
contact doesn’t work, find another way in. Basic journalism and
research, in other words.

What do you feel local stories can tell us about a place?
Well, the history, of course. They tell you the heritage
and values of the people who live there. How the values and
sense of self have changed over time. Who’s passed through. If
you go back far enough, stories can even document geological

How did you find your story? What is the story of your story?
I met my story at Bletchley Park, the place where it

change, such as the drowning of coastal areas as the seas rose

occurred. I don’t remember the first encounter, but it instantly

after the end of the last ice age.

appealed to my inner teen-ager. I am astonished that more
hasn’t been done with it and that other people are unaware of it.
That story and character stood out for me in ways that others

What is your experience of the storytelling process?

simply didn’t. I don’t think the story of this story is finished yet.
It seems to be growing.

How does it make you feel?
I find the whole process joyful. It is a mix of creation
and discovery. Especially when I start delving deeper into the
meanings of things, and their history. It’s fun. And the telling is
fun again, because you see how other people react to the telling.
That’s also fun.

What do you learn?
Stories teach you how to feel. They are instructions on
how to deal with things (or not) both practically and emotionally.
Many stories are warnings against certain behaviour. You also
learn history, sometimes the emotional history of a place or a
people. They tell you that you aren’t the only person to face
obstacles.

What do you gain?
I think you gain emotional dexterity as well as
understanding of current events. You learn the ‘why’ of things.
You know what came before, and why the people who lived there
previously made certain decisions

What are the benefits?
I am happier. Because I have rehearsed various

KMMK183 11/11/18
Old oak door at Westbury Farm.

KMMK183 11/11/18
The face in the boundary oak at Shenley Wood.

KMMK182
10/11/2018
21.30
Question#5. What is the story of your story?
I did a gig as Bard last year and someone told me the story of
how her parents met. It struck me as a modern love story to
match Elizabeth Woodville and Queen Eleanor. I made some
notes but did nothing else.
Needing a local story I recalled my notes and contacted the
original teller. We're currently getting extra details finalised
between us. Sometimes the facts really do get in the way of a
good story! But, you do get to question a person. What sort of
bicycles did they ride? Now I know the answer! And I've been
offered photographs.
How do I deal with this responsibly? How free can I be in my retelling? Interesting!

KMMK182
09/11/2018

24.00
're Question 4
Overcoming the obstacles.
Know as much as you can. Make notes but DON'T write the
story! Tell yourself what you do know - out loud. How does it
sound? Walk around the story. It won't stay silent for ever. Let it
speak. Sounds daft but it seems to work. Word by word,
sentence by sentence. Close your eyes and visualise yourself
telling the story. Sounds crazy? Of course it does, but the brain
abhors a vacuum. Mostly it talks sense!
That's how I overcome obstacles.

Mimi's brick

Site of Hut 5

KMMK182
07/11/2018
23.00 (revised 08/11/2018 - 14.13)
Question#4
What is your experience of the Storytelling process?
Where to start! It's an overwhelming experience: a challenge, a
puzzle, a quest, a demanding process, and a journey! And it's so
immersive. I don't think I've thought as much about any of my
other interests (poetry, comedy, literature, music) and the best
thing of all is that the story is never fixed and can be revisited.
I've discovered what works for me. There are fragments of
stories everywhere, and they can work if you follow one Golden
Rule: don't bore yourself. A story won't be labelled "A Story", it
may be a single line, a word, an idea. It's like doing a jigsaw
puzzle where you decide the shape and the picture! You're not
re-assembling an image that's already been created by someone
else.
When it works it's a wonderful experience; but you must
acknowledge that every bit of your story has to be exciting.
There shouldn't be any boring bits. This is not a page turner and
every single word is the story. Enjoy the scenery along the way.
You tell the story but your audience should live it. But it is hard
work! Storytelling is not for lazy people.

Main House

KMMK182
07/11/2018
14.35
Question#3
What do you feel that local stories can tell us about a place?

Initially that people care enough about the place to
caretake/curate/create/disseminate the stories. There also has
to be a vehicle for the passing on of stories: markets, the harvest
field, public houses, wash houses, schools, etc. Essentially
places where oral stories (which can accommodate modification
and embellishment) can be shared and transmitted.
There must also be a shared experience to validate that story
and enable its survival. Perhaps local stories only get created

conquerors do is change their stories. Just look at how the Holy
Roman church co-opted pagan sites. Or the current day impacts
over political correctness.

KMMK 182
02//11/2018
11.20
Looking forward to that 181!!!

where the living has been hard? The public house thrives where
living is hard: a place to meet compatriots, strangers, and
travelling people; and over ale there's talk (and exaggeration) of

KMMK181
Photos will be added later!

what goes on in these parts. No one wants to live where nowt
goes on! So it's alcohol, open fires (a well known place to find
stories), and hard times that are the midwives of stories!

KMMK182

[This statement has to be updated to take account of central
heating, lager, austerity, and the digital age]

02/11/2018
10.40
're Question#2
What if we don't like the stories? We might be the Moonrakers!
"Buckinghamshire born (other counties are available)

KMMK181 5 NOVEMBER

Buckinghamshire bred, broad in the shoulder thick in the head".

Mimi Gallilee – sp correct, I think, not Galilee

Perhaps we have no stories of our own? Best "borrow" one quick.

Transcript of interview with Mimi G conducted by volunteer

Of course Dick Turpin came here. Our Black Dog was bigger
than yours. Headless Lady? We got a Dragon! Heard the one
about a Giant who farted red balloons?

with the Bletchley Park Trust. Transcript can be found in Other
People’s Stories, David Whitchurch (ed) vol 2 (2001) pp 55-57, held
at Bletchley Park Trust Archive.

KMMK182

Book: The Hidden History of Bletchley Park A social and

01/11/2018
23.35
're Question #02

organisational history

We're essentialy social creatures and continuity matters. The
sense that this place has been lived in is quite an anchor.
Caveman, may not have had language - certainly not a written
one - but still felt the need to tell stories through pictures.

KMMK181 4 November 2018
Chasing up more information on Mimi Gallilee and still hoping to
make direct contact. Also want to do a 2-3 minute video story of
the true story of Rosa Parks.

Local stories are a confirmation of our connection to history and
to people who were recognisably like us. People who had desires
and choices; people who made mistakes; people who loved and

KMMK181

laughed; people who mostly made the best of what they had.
Stories are the records of personal journeys; the ultimate
validation that each of us matters.

Today's Question.
What do you think are the benefits of knowledge of local stories?
Are there any disadvantages?

Stories can therefore be a cultural legacy; but one we can
recognise and accept. This implies that we have a role in the

Knowledge of local stories are a window into the history of the

generation of stories. If we are a new community those stories
could be foisted on us - concrete cows & roundabouts - and that

place. Sometimes this is the factual history and sometimes it is
the emotional history. Even a story that appears to have been
borrowed from somewhere else must have resonated in some

could be disadvantageous.

way with the local folks or they wouldn't have taken it. Why did
they choose to steal that story and not another? Why did St
George come to England and not Quan Yin, Chinese goddess of

us. We need the rough edges and we'll do our own polishing
thank you very much!

mercy?
Local and personal stories help create the identity, the selfperceptions of a people and/or a person. The advantage or
disadvantage of a story lies in its positive or negative effect on a
people or a person. When subjugating a people, the first thing

We need an animated culture not stories that are designed for

KMMKW183 I didn’t move to Milton Keynes
until November 1990, but I did consider it in
1984. TSB had built and equipped a new
computer support centre at the time, and
were looking for staff to transfer down
south. They offered me a day off and a
company car to take a look around, and I
took my Mum for the day out. I think she
liked it more than I did. In the event the
offer they made was not attractive enough,
and I’d only recently bought a small terrace
house in Altrincham and was reluctant to
relocate. This is a photograph of my mother
I took at Willen Lake in 1984.
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6:42 audio
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Redkmmk
Today's Question.
What do you think are the benefits of knowledge of local stories?
Are there any disadvantages?

KMMK181 30 October
In creating or exploring a story to tell I look for the thing that
engages me, that I enjoy. That may be a situation or a character
or location. I build the story around that. Sometimes the hook
for the audience is different than the thing that hooks me. Once

KMMKW183 random thoughts in the night.

I have the bright sparkly bit I play with it mentally until it
becomes whole. That part is hard to describe. I basically let my
unconscious have the bits and then see what comes. For me, a
story doesn't really feel polished until I have told it a couple of
times - to an audience.

1 November KMMK181
Today's Question - how does working with stories of the local
area make you feel... A. About the area? B. About the story? C.
About yourself?
A. It engages my curiosity and encourages me to explore. It
makes the area that much more important to me and I feel much
more connected to the area than some other places I have lived.
B. The story is much richer, easier to tell and easier to
remember. I am freer to change how I tell the story in a
particular situation because I know so much more about it.
C. Not entirely sure how to answer this. I enjoy stories, I enjoy

knowing things and learning new things, I enjoy the creative
process, so overall it makes me happier.

KMMK181 27 October
The digital storytelling workshop gave me a lot of useful
information. I want to pursue more of those type of projects. The
story of Mimi Galilee caught my attention the first time I heard
it, no doubt because it appeals to my inner teen-ager. The role of
messenger in a secret place doing important things, definitely
cool. And no more school! Yay!
Developing the story to fit 2-3 minutes with images is a fun
challenge. Come up with the story, then strip it back to the bare
bones and find the rhythm.

KMMK182
30/10/2018
22.30pm.
Digital story is now 100%! Those extra tweaks make all the
difference. Thank you feedback folk.

Kmmk34555
Test

KMMKW182
30/10/2018
14.00
I wonder which story will choose me?

KMMK182
31/10/2018
15.35 Daily Question #01

KMMKW182
29/10/2018
16.12pm
That looks painful! So many Eleanors - Aquitane, Provence,
Castile.
Time for a change of story for Tuesday's workshop? Actually, I
have a modern love story involving bicycles that might just
complement the Edward/Eleanor story. No murals involved
mmmmm...

REDKMMK
Working hard on stories

Eleanor
5:19 audio
PADLET DRIVE

Daily Question #01
Today's Question - how does working with stories of the local
area make you feel... A. About the area? B. About the story? C.
About yourself?
Please respond through word, image, sound or video.

KMMK182
31/10/2018
00.15.
Laying the foundations of a story is the hardest and most
challenging process. It's tempting to rush ahead. Slow down get
it right. Hear the music.

KMMKW182
19.44
IT is still a hostile medium to me. It must serve me! Thinking in
images still feels uncomfortable and I'm prone to settle for 90%
when the default should always be 100%. Must do better!!

KMMKW182
271018. 19.38.
Digital story accomplished! Group comments changed its
direction completely with a 60% script re-write. Hard work but
exhilarating. Result is a more real and dimensional story.

Redkmmk 24/10/18

However you do it...

Don't forget to journal!

Please use your participant number and the date.

First words

Leave.audio
0:04 audio
PADLET DRIVE

Hello. This is your space for keeping an
online journal.
You can write....

A picture saves a thousand words

KMMKvideo.m4v
0:04 video
PADLET DRIVE
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